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4- Pay respect to and be polite to fellow Muslims.60 
5- Take time from worldly pursuits and regularly tour areas away from home in the
form of groups in order to preach Islam to others. 61 This point is considered to be
important element of this group method of preaching.
6- Inculcate honesty and sincerity of purpose in such endeavors. 62 
Ilyas based his movement on these six principles. Coupled with them are certain
demands which are considered essential for the effective implementation of these 
principles and which provide the structure for the TJ. He was convinced that the best 
way to acquire knowledge about Islam in a public setting and for the public was to follow 
the model of the Prophet Muhammad of structuring groups which through travel and 
effort would convey the religious calls to all sections of the community. 63 The ultimate 
objective was to make each and every member of the community an instrument for 
transmitting Islam through learning and teaching. 64 In order to meet this goal, a believer 
had to leave his home and occupation in life for a certain period of time and go into the 
path to a place where he could focus in learning about his faith.65 To make religious 
endeavors as an ongoing part of their lives, Ilyas demanded his followers to observe the 






1. Every week they should preach in their own locality about the
basic principles of religion (Kalimah and prayer); forming a
regular group of ten to twelve members who gather and choose an
irshad (a guide) and an amir-e-tabligh, a leader. Under that leader
and adopting the proper method, they should tour their
63 
M. ANWARULHAQ, THE FAITH MOVEMENTOFMAWALANAMUHAMMAD !LYAS 147 (1972).
64 Id.
65 Id. 
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